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FOREWORD 

International Finance (ECS3703), quite an interesting, yet 

demanding module done at third level. It sums up ECS2602, 2603, 

2605 and 3701, and incredibly advanced. It requires student’s 

commitment and dedication, as well as zeal and will. Determination 

is the way! If you give up, then who will do it? 

Nevertheless, it is one of the most passed Economics modules, of 

course compared to its predecessors and ‘uncle’ modules. 

I hope you will enjoy the pack. It has memos to past papers from 

2014 to 2016. Custom-made packs which have answers to 

textbook questions, and typical exam questions are also readily 

available. 

Regards 

Shelton 

+27 (078) 089 0012 
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ECS3703 MAY/JUNE 2014 MEMORANDUM 

Section A 

You must answer ALL questions in this section 

1. Explain (with the aid of two diagrams using the IS/LM/BP analysis) the 

effectiveness of expansionary fiscal policies as well as ease monetary policies 

in an open economy with flexible exchange rates and perfect capital mobility.

          (25) 

Monetary Policy is effective and Fiscal Policy ineffective. 
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Expansionary fiscal policy shifts the IS to 
IS’. The IS’ and LM intersect at point E 
due to tendency of the nation’s interest 
rate to rise to i = 6.25. This leads to 
massive capital inflows and appreciation 
of the nation’s currency which 
discourages exports and encourages 
imports and shifts the IS’ curve back to 
its original position. Thus fiscal policy is 
ineffective. 
 
 
 
 

Easy monetary policy shifts the LM 
curve to LM' and lowers the interest to 
i = 3.5 at point E". The nation reaches 
full employment Yf. LM' curve 
intersects IS curve. This leads to 
capital outflow and a tendency of the 
nation's currency to depreciate which 
shifts the IS curve to the right to IS' 
(exports are stimulated and imports 
discouraged).L M' shifts a little to LM" 
(due to fall in money supply because 
of rising prices in the nation). Final 
equilibrium is at F where IS' and LM" 
cross on the BP curve at Yf. Thus 
monetary policy is effective. 
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2. Discuss covered interest arbitrage on the foreign exchange markets. Include 

an example in your answer.      (25) 

 

Interest arbitrage refers to the international flow of short term liquid funds to earn 

higher interest abroad. Can be covered or uncovered. 

Covered interest arbitrage 

Covered interest arbitrage is the spot purchase of the foreign currency to make 

investment and the offsetting simultaneous forward sale (swap) of the foreign 

currency to cover foreign exchange risk. 

Example: 

Assumptions: 

 Interest rate in the RSA = 10% per year 

 Interest rate in the USA = 3% per year 

 Spot exchange rate is $1 = R10,00 

 One year forward rate is $1 = R10,50 

 A USA citizen with $100,00 wants to investigate the possibility of arbitrage 

profits by investing it in the RSA 

To invest in the RSA he will have convert his $100,00 to R1000,00 on the spot 

market and invest it in the RSA @10% interest rate (resulting in R1100,00 after a 

year) and simultaneously cover it (hedge) using the forward rate. That means the 

bank guarantees him that by the end of the year he can convert his money back to $ 

at the rate of $1,00 = R10, 50 resulting in $104,76 (R1100,00 ÷ R10, 50) 

Comparison: 

Should he have invested his $100 in the USA it would have grown to only $103,00 

by the end of the year. He thus makes an arbitrage profit of $1,76 ($104,76 - 

$103,00) by rather investing it in the RSA. At a forward rate of $1,00 = R10,68 no 

arbitrage profits will be possible (R1100,00 ÷ R10,68 = $103,00) 

The net return from covered interest arbitrage is usually equal to the interest 

differential return in favour of the foreign monetary minus the forward discount on the 

foreign currency. As covered interest arbitrage continues, the net gain is reduced 

and finally eliminated. When the net gain is zero, it is said to be at covered interest 

arbitrage parity (CIAP). 
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SECTION B 

You must answer TWO of the following FOUR questions 

3. (a) Explain the ‘J-curve effect’. Include a graph in your answer  (8) 

A nation's trade balance may worsen soon after devaluation or depreciation before 

improving. This is due to the tendency of the nation's domestic currency price of 

imports to rise faster than export prices soon after devaluation or depreciation while 

quantities remain the same. Over time the quantity of exports rises and the quantity of 

imports falls, export prices increase and catch up with import prices so that the initial 

deterioration in the trade balance is reversed. This tendency of a nation's trade 

balance to first deteriorate before improving as a result of depreciation or devaluation 

in the nation's currency is called the J-Curve effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Starting from the origin and a given trade balance, a devaluation or depreciation of the 

nation's currency will first result in a deterioration of the nation's trade balance before 

improving (after time A) 

(b) Suppose a nation with an open economy and fixed exchange rate is in the short 

run and long run equilibrium (at its natural level of output). Explain with the aid of a 

diagram (use aggregate demand and aggregate supply curves) the effect of 

expansionary fiscal policy        (17) 
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Expansionary fiscal policy shifts the AD. Curve up to AD' with a new short run 

equilibrium at point A at the intersection of the AD' and SRAS curves at PA and 

YA exceeding Yn.  The temporary expansion of output YA occurs because of 

market imperfections (because firms originally believe that only the price of the 

products they sell has increased and actual prices temporarily exceed expected 

prices. Over time all prices increase causing the SRAS curve to shift up to 

SRAS'. Intersection of the AD', SRAS and LRAS curves define a new 

equilibrium at point C, Pc and Yn. Prices level is higher butt the level of output 

has returned to its lower long-run natural level 

 

4 (a) Name and explain the items of the financial account of the South African Balance 

of Payments          (15) 

-The financial account (previously referred to as the capital account) records 

exchanges of international asset claims. For example, if a US bank buys a bond issued 

by the South African government, a South African company purchases shares in a 

British company or a foreign company establishes a controlling interest in a local 

manufacturing concern, the value of these transactions will be reflected in the financial 

account of the countries concerned. Note that the financial account does not record 

the stocks of the assets and liabilities. It is the changes in foreign assets and liabilities 

that are shown in the balance of payments. 
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-The three main subdivisions of the financial account are direct investment, portfolio 

investment and other investment. 

-Direct investment refers to foreign investments in South Africa (changes in foreign 

liabilities or inflows) and investments abroad by South African residents (changes in 

foreign assets or outflows) where the companies or other organisations concerned 

have a significant share of such investment. The share should be significant in that 

there should be an intention to have a say in the control or management of the 

investment. In South Africa, this is defined as at least a 10 per cent share of the voting 

rights in the investment undertaking concerned. Note that a negative sign implies an 

outflow of foreign exchange resulting from an increase in outward investment by South 

African residents. 

-Portfolio investment is the purchase and sale of financial claims such as bonds, 

treasury bills and equities. Unlike direct investments, there is no intention by the 

investor to exercise any control over portfolio investments. The justification for such 

investments is based purely on the expected financial gain or return on investment. 

Portfolio investments are notoriously fickle because changes in expected returns may 

trigger speculative buying or selling activity. 

-Other investment includes all financial transactions that are not part of direct or 

portfolio investment or changes in reserve assets. The main item here is trade credit. 

For example, when a South African importer purchases goods from a foreign supplier, 

he or she will usually be granted short-term credit (representing an increase in foreign 

liabilities). The local or foreign correspondent bank may arrange the credit. Similarly, 

a foreign purchaser of goods exported by a South African company will normally obtain 

such credit (an increase in foreign assets). 

Direct foreign investment is generally considered to be a more desirable form of 

foreign investment than portfolio investment because it demonstrates a stronger 

commitment to invest over the longer term. It may thus have a more stable and 

enduring positive effect on the domestic economy than the speculative “hot money” 

flows that often characterise a large part of foreign portfolio investment. Although there 

is some theoretical debate whether such speculation is stabilising or destabilising, it is 

generally agreed that speculative capital movements may prove to be disruptive and 

difficult for the monetary authorities to counteract. Besides its (hopefully positive) 

effects on employment, direct foreign investment may also bring with it much needed 

transfers of scarce skills, technology and innovations from abroad. These 
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considerations are especially significant for a small, open and developing economy 

such as that of South Africa. 

 

(b) Briefly explain the difference between the ‘elasticities approach’ and the ‘absorption 

approach’ as interpretations of the effect of a devaluation on disequilibria on the 

balance of payments        (10) 

Devaluation of a currency, in general, corrects the nation’s current account or Balance 

of Payments deficit. It makes domestic prices cheaper relative foreign prices. Exports 

will the increase, whilst imports are decreasing. This will reverse the current account 

deficit. However, the dynamics in which the current account changes differs between 

the elasticities approach and the absorption approach. 

The elasticities approach explains that the easiness in which a current account is 

corrected by a currency devaluation is due to elasticities (responsiveness or 

sensitivity) of exports and imports to price. The higher the elasticities, the quicker the 

disequilibria may be corrected. 

However, the absorption approach states that the current account balance is the 

difference between domestic production and domestic absorption (domestic 

expenditure). Therefore, the effect of a devaluation on the current account deficit will 

be related to the degree of unemployment (difference between domestic production 

and domestic absorption). The higher the unemployment, the higher the effect. 

 

5.Discuss the purchasing power parity theory     (10) 

Purchasing Power Theory- absolute and relative 
 
Absolute Purchasing Power Parity 

The Absolute PPP postulates that the equilibrium exchange rate between two 
currencies is equal to the ratio of the price levels in the two nations. 
 

R= P/P*   R- exchange rate 
        P- price level in home country 
        P*-  price level in foreign 
country 
 
For example, if the price of wheat is $1 in the US and € in the EMU, then the 
exchange rate between the dollar and the euro is R= $1/€1= 1. That is according to 
law of one price; a good should have the same price in both countries when 
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expressed in terms of the same currency. If the price of 1 bag of wheat is $0, 50 in 
the US and €1, 50 in the EMU, firms would buy wheat in the US and resell it in the 
EMU for a profit. Commodity arbitrage would then cause the price for wheat to fall in 
the EMU and rise in the US until prices are equal. Commodity arbitrage equalizes 
prices throughout markets. 
 
The absolute PPP can be misleading: 
The Absolute PPP gives exchange rate that equalizes trade in goods and services 
and ignores the capital account. Thus a nation with capital outflows will have a deficit 
in the balance of payments while a nation with capital inflows will have a surplus if 
the exchange rate equalized trade in goods and services. It does not give exchange 
rate that equalizes trade in goods and services because of many non traded goods 
and services. (cement, bricks) (mechanics, hair stylists) etc. The Absolute PPP does 
not take into account transport costs or the obstructions to free flow of international 
trade. 
 
Relative Purchasing Power Parity  
The Relative PPP postulates that the change in the exchange rate over a period of 
time should be proportional to the relative changes in the price levels in the two 
nations over the same time period. 

 
R1  = P1/ P0  R0 R1- exchange rate in period 1 

P1* / P0* R0- exchange rate in the base 
period 

 
If the Absolute PP holds, then the relative PPP also holds. When the Relative PPP 
holds, the Absolute PPP does not need to hold. The existence of capital flows, 
transportation costs, obstructions to free flow of international trade leads to the 
rejection of the Absolute PPP. Only changes in these would lead the Relative PPP 
astray. 
 
Problems with the Relative PPP: 
Price of non traded to the price of traded goods and services is higher in developed 
nations than in developing nations due to high labour productivity in traded goods 
being higher. 
 
Empirical tests for the Purchasing Power Parity Theory 
The PPP works well for highly traded individual goods but less for all traded goods. 
Works well in cases of monetary disturbances and in high inflationary periods and 
not well in situations of major structural changes. Works well in the long run. 
 

6. Examine the case for flexible exchange rates    (25) 

Market efficiency 

Flexible exchange rate system is more efficient than fixed exchange rates because it 

relies only on changes in exchange rates than on changing all internal prices to bring 

about balance of payment adjustment. It makes smooth and continuous adjustment 
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as imbalances occur. This results in stabilising speculation which dampens 

fluctuations in exchange rates.  

Flexible exchange rates clearly define the degree of comparative advantage and 

disadvantage of a country in various goods when equilibrium exchange rates are 

translated into domestic prices 

Policy advantages 

A nation does not need to concern itself with its external balance. It frees monetary 

policy for domestic goals – price stability, growth and equitable distribution of income. 

Allows each nation to pursue its own domestic policies aimed at reaching desired 

inflation- unemployment trade off.  

Prevents the government from using exchange rates to reach goals that can be better 

achieved by other policies. 

Eliminates the cost of official intervention in the foreign exchange markets. 
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ECS3703 OCT/NOV 2014 MEMORANDUM 

SECTION A 

You must answer ALL questions from this section 

1. Explain direct controls that can be used to affect a nation’s balance of payments 

account         (25) 

Direct controls are more specific expenditure-switching policies designed to restrict 

the outflows (or encourage inflows) of foreign exchange in payment for certain goods, 

services or assets. With the advance of globalisation, such controls are considerably 

less frequent than in the past. They may be subdivided into trade and exchange 

controls. 

In an attempt to avoid the consequences of these deflationary policies on levels of 

unemployment, the authorities may apply various direct controls. For example, 

exchange controls can be used to enable the central bank or a government agency to 

ration the available inflows of foreign exchange amongst competing demands by 

residents. Although exchange controls are sometimes also found with floating 

exchange rates, it is more common for them to be used under a fixed or pegged 

exchange rate system. 

Trade controls 

Main trade control is the import tariff. It increases the price of imported goods to 

domestic consumers and stimulates domestic production of import substitutes. 

Export subsidies make domestic goods cheaper to foreigners and encourage exports. 

Another trade control is the requirement that the importer make a deposit at a 

commercial bank of a sum equal to the value or fraction of the value of the goods he 

wishes to import for a period of time at no interest. 

Exchange Controls (financial) 

Although most of the main industrialised market economies have either greatly 

reduced or entirely removed them, 

Exchange controls are a common feature of smaller developing economies – including 

the South African economy, which has a long history of exchange control. 
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(b) Briefly explain how an importer can hedge the risk of changes in the exchange 

rates           (5) 

Hedging is the avoidance or covering of a foreign exchange risk. 

The basic reason for a forward foreign exchange market is that it allows importers and 

exporters to hedge the risk of changes in exchange rates that may affect their domestic 

currency payments and receipts. 

Example: A South African importer orders a consignment of television sets from 

Japan. 

Payment is on delivery of the consignment in three months’ time. The importer knows 

how much must be paid in Japanese yen, but not in rand because he does not know 

what the JPY/ZAR exchange rate will be in three months’ time. To cover the risk of an 

unfavourable change in the exchange rate, the importer applies at his bank to buy the 

required amount of Japanese yen in three months’ time at the ruling three-month 

forward JPY/ZAR exchange rate. The importer is then committed to a forward 

exchange contract (FEC) on the agreed terms. 

Suppose the yen cost of the consignment is JPY 500 000 000 and the three-month 

forward JPY/ZAR exchange rate is 16,5000 (remember that the yen is quoted 

indirectly against the rand, that is, as the number of yen per rand). To hedge against 

an unfavourable change in the spot JPY/ZAR exchange rate, the following 

transactions take place: 

Today: The South African importer buys a three-month FEC to buy JPY 500 000 000 

for ZAR 30 303 030 (JPY 500 000 000 ÷ JPY/ZAR 16,5000 = ZAR 30 303 030). 

After three months: The South African importer’s bank credits the Japanese exporter’s 

bank with JPY 500 000 000. 

The South African importer’s bank debits his account with ZAR 30 303 030. 

2. Explain the simple version of the portfolio balance approach to the 

balance of payments.       (25) 

The PBA is regarded as more realistic and satisfactory version of the monetary 

approach. The Portfolio Approach assumes that domestic bonds are imperfect 

substitutes. It postulates that the exchange rate is determined in the process of 
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balancing the total demand and supply of financial assets with money being one asset 

of many. The portfolio balance differs from monetary approach because monetary 

approach views domestic bonds and foreign bonds as substitutes. According to the 

portfolio approach, wealth is held in the form of domestic money, domestic bond, and 

foreign bonds. 

Domestic money has no risk but provides no yield or interest. The opportunity cost of 

holding money is the yield forgone on holding bonds. The higher the yield, the smaller 

is the quantity of money that firms and individuals will want to hold.  Firms and 

individuals hold a portion of their wealth in the form of money rather than bonds for 

transaction purposes. 

Domestic bonds provide yield or interest however they carry the risk of default and risk 

from variation value. 

Foreign and domestic bonds are not perfect substitutes.  

Foreign bonds also provide yield and carry default and variation in value risk. 

They also pose an additional risk that the currency may depreciate than domestic 

bonds. 

The advantage of holding foreign bonds allows the individual to spread his or her risk 

because disturbances that lower returns in one country are not likely to happen at the 

same time in other countries.  

A portfolio that maximises satisfaction will be chosen depending on the: tastes, 

preferences, wealth, interest rates, and expectations. A change in one of these factors 

will cause the holder to reshuffle his or her portfolio until a new desired portfolio is 

achieved. Equilibrium will occur when the quantity demanded of each financial asset 

equals its supply. Thus the exchange rate is determined in the process of reaching 

equilibrium in each financial market simultaneously. 

SECTION B 

You must answer TWO of the following FOUR questions 

3. Discuss the South African Balance of Payments (Name all the items and then 

discuss)         (25) 
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The BOP is an accounting summary of various transactions that have taken place 

between a country and its trading partners over a year. The balance of payments is 

different from a national balance sheet. A national balance sheet is a statement of a 

country’s assets and liabilities. 

The South African balance of payments 

a.  The Current Account 

Subdivided into, trade account, net service receipts, net income receipts and current 

transfers. 

•Trade account-trade in physical goods. Trade balance not shown explicitly. Is 

calculated by subtracting merchandise imports from merchandise exports plus net 

gold exports. (X+NX- I) 

•Large deficit on SA’s current account due to large merchandise imports. This means 

that SA borrows in order to spend. (credit) 

•Service items – are transport of goods and passengers between countries 

•Income items are interest, dividends and foreign branch profits. 

•Current transfers – foreign payments and receipts of government social security 

payments and taxes, private transfers of income (gifts, donations). 

 

b. The Financial Account 

 Records exchanges of international asset  

Subdivided into: direct investment, portfolio investment and other investment 

•Direct investment foreign investment in South Africa and investments abroad by 

South Africans. 

•Portfolio investment is the purchase and sale of financial instruments such as bonds, 

treasury bills and equities. 

•Other investment includes all financial transactions not part of direct or portfolio 

investment. Main item is trade credit. 

Direct investment is considered more desirable than portfolio investment because it 

shows stronger commitment to invest. It is more stable and has lasting positive effects 

on the domestic economy. Portfolio investment on the other hand is characterised by 

speculative “hot money” flows which may prove disruptive and difficult for monetary 

authorities to control. Direct investment may also bring with it much needed scarce 

skills and technology. 
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c. Unrecorded transactions 

Arises from the use of a double entry accounting system to reconcile the balance of 

payments. 

Serves as a residual that ensures that the balance of payment accounts always 

balance. 

 

d. The official reserves 

Records changes in the official gold and foreign exchange reserves. Changes in gold 

and foreign exchange reserves are also referred to as the below the line or 

'accommodating' foreign exchange flows.  

Transactions not related to changes in official reserves are called autonomous or 

above the line flows. 

Any imbalance in these flows is accommodated by the required change in official 

reserves. 

 

4. (a) Illustrate with the aid of a diagram (use aggregate demand and aggregate 

supply curves) how a government can use fiscal and monetary policies to 

stimulate growth in an open economy        (18) 

 
The principle of stimulating long-run growth in the economy with macroeconomic 

policies is illustrated. Relying primarily on government (which is per definition the case 

when we talk about policies) to stimulate growth is a socialist point of view. In a 

capitalist economy, the task of the government is more to create a favourable climate 

(say, combat crime) for economic growth. 
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Macroeconomic Policies for Lon-run growth 
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Long run equilibrium is at point E. AD curve and SRAS intersecting the 
LRAS at PE and Yn.  
Expansionary fiscal policy and monetary policy to stimulate growth shifts 
the AD curve right to AD’. Nation reaches new short run equilibrium A at 
Pa and Ya > Yn. The LRAS and SRAS shifts to the right to LRAS’ and 
SRAS’ and define a new long run equilibrium point G at PG (=Pe) and Yn’ 
>Yn at the intersection of LRAS’, SRAS’ and AD’ curves. 
 

 

 

 

 

(b) Explain translation risk that may arise in international transactions (7) 

Translation risk is present whenever there is a mismatch between a company’s foreign 

currency assets and liabilities. The effects of exchange rate changes will become 

apparent when the company prepares its balance sheet statement for its annual 

report. For example, if a multinational company reporting in the UK has more dollar 

assets than liabilities – this is called an open dollar position – then an appreciation of 

the pound against the dollar will diminish the pound value of its dollar assets more 

than its liabilities. Depending on the accounting standards or practices of the company, 

this “loss” may have to be written down, thus reducing bottom-line profits for the 
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reporting period concerned (conversely for a depreciation of the pound against the 

dollar). The total exposure of the company to exchange risk is the sum of its open 

positions in different currencies. It may be difficult, if not impossible, for some 

companies to eliminate translation risk entirely. However, this risk maybe reduced if 

one tries to ensure a better match between foreign currency assets and liabilities. A 

popular option is the borrow-deposit method, whereby companies try to finance the 

purchase of foreign currency assets by borrowing or otherwise raising capital in the 

same currencies. 

 

5. (a) Explain the proposals that have been advanced for reforming present 

exchange rate agreements       (17) 

(i) Target zones proposed by Williamson 

Under such a system the leading industrial nations estimate the equilibrium exchange 

rate and agree on the range of allowed fluctuations. Williamson suggested a band of 

allowed fluctuation rate of 10 percent above or below the equilibrium exchange rate. 

Exchange rate is determined by forces of demand and supply within allowed band of 

fluctuation and is prevented from moving outside the target zones by official 

intervention in the foreign exchange markets. 

Critics of target zones believe that target zones have the worst characteristics of fixed 

and flexible exchange rate system. As in the case of flexible exchange rates, target 

zones allow substantial fluctuations and volatility in exchange rates and can be 

inflationary. As in the case of fixed exchange rates target zones can only be defended 

by official interventions in foreign exchange markets and thus reduce the monetary 

independence of the nation. 

(ii) Extensive policy coordination among leading countries 

Under this system, the US, Japan and EMU would fix the exchange rates among their 

currencies at their equilibrium level (determined by PPP) and then coordinate their 

monetary policies to keep the exchange rate fixed. 

 

(iii) Development of objective indicators of economic performance to 

signal type of coordinated macroeconomic policies for nations to follow 

under the supervision of the IMF in order to keep the world economy 
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growing along a sustainable non inflationary path. These are GNP, 

inflation, unemployment, trade balance, growth of the money supply, fiscal 

balance, exchange rates, interest rates and international reserves. 

However, if nations have different inflation-unemployment trade-offs, 

effective macroeconomic policy coordination is practically impossible. 

 

(iv) Restricting international speculative capital flows 

Huge international capital flows in today’s highly intergraded international capital 

markets are the primary cause of exchange rate instability and global imbalances 

affecting the world economy. Tobin would do this with a tax that becomes 

progressively higher the shorter the duration of the transaction. Dornbusch and 

Frankel would instead reduce international capital flows using dual exchange rates- a 

less flexible one for trade transactions and a more flexible for purely financial 

transactions not related to international trade and investments. By restricting 

international “hot money” flows through capital market segmentation of asset markets, 

Tobin, Dornbusch and Frankel believed that the financial system could be made to 

operate much more smoothly and without any need for close policy coordination. 

 

(v) Single world currency advocated by Mundell because a global economy 

requires a global currency. 

 

(b) Explain “Currency Board Agreements” briefly   (8) 

Currency Board Arrangements: The most extreme form of exchange rates.  

Under currency board arrangements the nation fixes the exchange rate of its currency 

to a foreign currency, SDR or composite and its central bank loses control over the 

nation’s money supply and its ability to conduct independent monetary policy or be the 

lender of last resort. With a currency board the nation’s money supply increases or 

decreases respectively only in response to a balance of payment surplus or balance 

of payment deficit. As a result the nation’s inflation and interest rates are determined 

by conditions in the country against whose currency the nation fixed. 

Advantage 

The credibility of the economic policy regime and lower interest rates and inflation. 
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Disadvantages 

The inability of the nation’s central bank to: 

(i). Conduct its own monetary policy 

(ii). Act as a lender of last resort 

(iii). To collect seigniorage from issuing its own currency. 

 

6. (a) Explain the difference between “foreign exchange futures” and “foreign 

exchange options”        (10) 

The main fundamental difference between options and futures lies in the obligations 

they put on their buyers and sellers. An option gives the buyer the right, but not the 

obligation to buy (or sell) a certain asset at a specific price at any time during the life 

of the contract. A futures contract gives the buyer the obligation to purchase a specific 

asset, and the seller to sell and deliver that asset at a specific future date, unless the 

holder's position is closed prior to expiration. 

Aside from commissions, an investor can enter into a futures contract with no upfront 

cost whereas buying an options position does require the payment of a premium. 

Compared to the absence of upfont costs of futures, the option premium can be seen 

as the fee paid for the privilege of not being obligated to buy the underlying in the event 

of an adverse shift in prices. The premium is the maximum that a purchaser of an 

option can lose. 

Another key difference between options and futures is the size of the underlying 

position. Generally, the underlying position is much larger for futures contracts, and 

the obligation to buy or sell this certain amount at a given price makes futures more 

risky for the inexperienced investor. 

The final major difference between these two financial instruments is the way the gains 

are received by the parties. The gain on an option can be realized in the following 

three ways: exercising the option when it is deep in the money, going to the market 

and taking the opposite position, or waiting until expiry and collecting the difference 

between the asset price and the strike price. In contrast, gains on futures positions are 

automatically 'marked to market' daily, meaning the change in the value of the 

positions is attributed to the futures accounts of the parties at the end of every trading 
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day - but a futures contract holder can realize gains also by going to the market and 

taking the opposite position. 

 

(b) Explain the difference between a stable and an unstable foreign exchange 

market with the aid of two graphs      (15) 

-stable foreign exchange market is only attained if the supply curve is (i) upward 

sloping, (ii) downward sloping but less elastic than the demand curve. 

-unstable foreign exchange market is attained when the supply curve is downward 

sloping and also more elastic that the demand curve. 

-refer to the graphs in chapter 16 of textbook. 
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ECS3703 MAY/JUNE 2015 MEMORANDUM 

SECTION A 

You must answer all questions in this section 

1. Explain (with the aid of a diagram using the IS/LM/BP analysis) the 

effectiveness of expansionary fiscal policies as well as ease monetary policies 

in an open economy with fixed exchange rates and perfect capital mobility (25) 

The scenario is one of both external and internal imbalance but with international 

capital flows perfectly responsive (elastic) to changes in international interest rates (a 

flat or horizontal BP curve). In this instance, monetary policy is completely ineffective. 

 

Fiscal Policy with Fixed Exchange Rate 

 

 

  

 

  

    

 

 

                                         

     

   

 

 

 

 

Monetary Policy with Fixed Exchange 

Rate 

 

 

At point E all three markets are in equilibrium 

with perfect capital mobility and a fixed 

exchange rate of i= 5.00. A nation can reach 

full employment level of national income Yf 

with the expansionary fiscal policy that shifts 

the IS curve to the right to IS’ and intersect the 

 

LM curve shifts to the right to LM’. It intersects 

the IS curve due to the tendency of interest 

rate to fall to i= 3.75 because of perfect capital 

mobility, this leads to capital outflows. Money 

supply falls due to capital outflows. If the 

nation tries to neutralise the effects of capital 
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BP curve at point F. the LM curve remains 

unchanged due to the rise in interest rates at 

point E’. However, due to perfect capital 

mobility at i = 5,0 there is a capital inflow from 

abroad that increases the money supply 

(foreign exchange is exchange for domestic 

currency.) and shifts the LM curve to LM’. IS’ 

and LM’ cross and the nation is unable to 

neutralize.  

 

 

 

 

 

outflows on its money supply, it would 

exhaust its foreign reserves and capital 

outflows continue until the money supply is 

reduced to its original LM position. New 

equilibrium is now at the same Y as before. 

 

 

 

2. Analyse the main forms of risk and uncertainty that may arise in international 

transactions and examine the ways in which these risks can be covered. (25) 

There are two broad categories of international risk: country risk and exchange rate 

risk. In principle, some types of country risk are no different from certain domestic 

risks, for example, the credit risk that a foreign debtor may default on the due 

payment of interest or capital.  

Country risks arise because of the actions taken by a country that may adversely 

affect foreign investments or other interest. Confiscation of foreign property, 

imposition of foreign exchange controls and adverse monetary or fiscal policies are 

common examples in this regard. Because different legal systems operate in some 

countries there is also the risk that contracts may be unenforceable or interpreted 

differently. Country risks are generally difficult either to assess or to hedge 

effectively. Once this is done, however, one can only avoid the assessed risk by 

deciding beforehand to avoid or reduce the desired transactions with the foreign 

parties concerned. 
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Exchange rate or currency risk is the market risk of an international transaction or 

investment due to changes in the relevant exchange rate. There are three types of 

exchange rate risk: transaction risk, economic risk and translation risk. 

Transaction risk arises whenever an international transaction involves a time lag 

either in the payment or in the receipt of a foreign currency. For example, a South 

African exporter may extend three months’ trade credit to a foreign buyer. In this 

case, if the goods are priced in rand, the foreign buyer bears the exchange rate 

risk (whereas if they had been priced in the foreign currency, the risk would have 

been borne by the South African exporter).  

If the rand appreciates by the end of this period, the foreign buyer or importer will 

have to pay more foreign currency than if the sale had been settled in cash.  One 

way of covering his risk is for the foreign importer to buy a forward exchange 

contract (FEC). Such contracts may be for the purchase or sale of foreign currency. 

Economic risk is the risk that changes in exchange rates will affect the company’s 

competitiveness and future profitability. If, for example, the rand appreciates and 

remains at its stronger levels, then the South African exporter’s competitive 

position is eroded such that future sales and profits may decline. Note that it is 

more difficult to cover or hedge this risk using FECs because such contracts rarely 

extend beyond one year. However, companies can counter the decline in 

profitability by cutting domestic production costs or by otherwise restructuring the 

production process to reduce costs. 

Translation risk is present whenever there is a mismatch between a company’s 

foreign currency assets and liabilities. The effects of exchange rate changes will 

become apparent when the company prepares its balance sheet statement for its 

annual report. For example, if a multinational company reporting in the UK has 

more dollar assets than liabilities – this is called an open dollar position – then an 

appreciation of the pound against the dollar will diminish the pound value of its 

dollar assets more than its liabilities. Depending on the accounting standards or 

practices of the company, this “loss” may have to be written down, thus reducing 

bottom-line profits for the reporting period concerned (conversely for a depreciation 

of the pound against the dollar). The total exposure of the company to exchange 

risk is the sum of its open positions in different currencies. It may be difficult, if not 
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impossible, for some companies to eliminate translation risk entirely. However, this 

risk may be reduced if one tries to ensure a better match between foreign currency 

assets and liabilities. A popular option is the borrow-deposit method, whereby 

companies try to finance the purchase of foreign currency assets by borrowing or 

otherwise raising capital in the same currencies. 

SECTION B 

You must answer two of the following FOUR questions. 

3. (a) Explain the term, ‘change in net gold and other foreign exchange reserves 

owing to the balance of payments transaction’ in the South African Balance of 

Payments         (8) 

Changes in the net gold and foreign exchange reserves are sometimes also 

referred to as accommodating or “below-the-line” foreign exchange flows, in 

contrast to autonomous “above-the-line” flows. Autonomous flows or payments 

simply mean balance of payments transactions not related to changes in the 

official reserves. Any imbalance in these payments is met or accommodated by 

the required change in the official reserves. 

The BOP always balances but it does not mean there can never be any 

problems. Gold and foreign exchange reserves are not inexhaustible. 

Autonomous flows can be accommodated temporarily by below the line flows 

or foreign credit.  Long before the reserves are exhausted, monetary and fiscal 

policy will be necessary to prevent full blown balance of payments crises. The 

right measures will depend on whether the country concerned has a fixed or 

floating exchange system.   

Changes in the foreign reserves reflect changes in the domestic money supply. 

A decrease in the reserves means that people are exchanging domestic 

currency for foreign currency and therefore a decrease in the domestic money 

supply. 

 

(b). Suppose a nation with an open economy and fixed exchange rate is in 

short-run equilibrium at a level below its natural level of output (in other words, 

in a recession). Explain with the aid of a diagram (use aggregate demand and 

aggregate supply curves) the effect of expansionary fiscal policy. (17) 
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Fiscal Policy Fixed Exchange rates 
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Expansionary fiscal policy shifts the AD. Curve up to AD' with a new short run 

equilibrium at point A at the intersection of the AD' and SRAS curves at PA and 

YA exceeding Yn.  The temporary expansion of output YA occurs because of 

market imperfections (because firms originally believe that only the price of the 

products they sell has increased and actual prices temporarily exceed expected 

prices. Over time all prices increase causing the SRAS curve to shift up to 

SRAS'. Intersection of the AD', SRAS and LRAS curves define a new 

equilibrium at point C, Pc and Yn. Prices level is higher butt the level of output 

has returned to its lower long-run natural level 

 

4.  (a) Discuss “Currency Pass-Through”     (15) 

A change (depreciation or devaluation) of a currency may not have the expected effect 

due to lags. The increase in the domestic price of the imported good maybe smaller 

than the amount of depreciation. That is, the pass through from depreciation to 

domestic prices may be less than complete. For example a 10 percent in the nation's 

currency may result in a less than 10 percent increase in the domestic currency price 

of the imported good. The reason is that firms, having struggled to establish and 
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increase their market share in the country, may be reluctant to risk losing it by a large 

increase in the price of its exports and are usually willing to absorb some of the price 

increase out of their profits. A foreign firm may only increase the price of its export 

good by 4 percent and accept a 6 percent reduction in its profits when the currency 

depreciates by 10 percent for fear of losing market share. Exporters may also be 

reluctant to increase prices by the full amount of the currency appreciation if they are 

not convinced that the depreciation will persist and not be reversed in the near future. 

(b) Briefly explain the theory of “Optimum Currency Areas”   (10) 

An optimum currency area refers to a group of nations whose national currencies are 
linked through permanently fixed exchange rates. 

 

 

 

 

Advantages 

 Formation ofoptimum currency areas eliminates 
the uncertainty that arises when exchange 
rates are not permanently fixed thus 
encouraging. 

 Also encourages producers to view the entire 
area as a single market andbenefit from greater 
economies of scale. 

 With permanent fixed exchange rates, optimum 
currency areas are likely to experience greater 
price stability. This is because random shocks 
in nations within tend to cancel each other out 
and whatever disturbances main remain is 
relatively smaller. Greater price stability 
encourages the use of money as store of value 
and as medium of exchange and discourages 
inefficient barter deals arising under more 
inflationary circumstances. 

 Optimum currency areas minimize the cost of 
official interventions in foreign exchange 
markets, cost of hedging, cost of exchanging on 
currency for another to pay for goods and 
services. 

An optimum currency area should aim at maximising 
benefits from permanent fixed exchange rate and 
minimising the costs. 

Disadvantages 

 Member nations 
cannot pursue 
their own 
independent 
stability and 
growth policies. 

 
Optimum currency 
Areas are likely to be 
beneficial under the 
following conditions: 

1. Greater mobility of 
resources among 
members 

2. Greater structural 
similarities 

3. Willingness to 
coordinate the 
fiscal, monetary 
and other policies. 
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5.Discuss the purchasing power parity theory     (25) 

Purchasing Power Theory- absolute and relative 

 

Absolute Purchasing Power Parity 

The Absolute PPP postulates that the equilibrium exchange rate between two 

currencies is equal to the ratio of the price levels in the two nations. 

 

R= P/P*   R- exchange rate 

        P- price level in home country 

        P*-  price level in foreign 

country 

 

For example, if the price of wheat is $1 in the US and € in the EMU, then the 

exchange rate between the dollar and the euro is R= $1/€1= 1. That is according to 

law of one price; a good should have the same price in both countries when 

expressed in terms of the same currency. If the price of 1 bag of wheat is $0, 50 in 

the US and €1, 50 in the EMU, firms would buy wheat in the US and resell it in the 

EMU for a profit. Commodity arbitrage would then cause the price for wheat to fall in 

the EMU and rise in the US until prices are equal. Commodity arbitrage equalizes 

prices throughout markets. 

 

The absolute PPP can be misleading: 

The Absolute PPP gives exchange rate that equalizes trade in goods and services 

and ignores the capital account. Thus a nation with capital outflows will have a deficit 

in the balance of payments while a nation with capital inflows will have a surplus if 

the exchange rate equalized trade in goods and services. It does not give exchange 

rate that equalizes trade in goods and services because of many non-traded goods 

and services. (cement, bricks) (mechanics, hair stylists) etc. The Absolute PPP does 

not consider transport costs or the obstructions to free flow of international trade. 

 

Relative Purchasing Power Parity  
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The Relative PPP postulates that the change in the exchange rate over a period of 

time should be proportional to the relative changes in the price levels in the two 

nations over the same time period. 

 

R1  = P1/ P0  R0 R1- exchange rate in period 1 

P1* / P0* R0- exchange rate in the base 

period 

 

If the Absolute PP holds, then the relative PPP also holds. When the Relative PPP 

holds, the Absolute PPP does not need to hold. The existence of capital flows, 

transportation costs, obstructions to free flow of international trade leads to the 

rejection of the Absolute PPP. Only changes in these would lead the Relative PPP 

astray. 

 

Problems with the Relative PPP: 

Price of non traded to the price of traded goods and services is higher in developed 

nations than in developing nations due to high labour productivity in traded goods 

being higher. 

 

Empirical tests for the Purchasing Power Parity Theory 

The PPP works well for highly traded individual goods but less for all traded goods. 

Works well in cases of monetary disturbances and in high inflationary periods and 

not well in situations of major structural changes. Works well in the long run. 

 

6.Discuss the operation as well as the evolution of the Bretton Woods System (25) 

Operation of the Bretton Woods System 

Industrial nation in fundamental balance of payment disequilibrium were reluctant to 

change their oar valued. Their unwillingness to change their par values as required b 

the policy took away the flexibility of the Bretton Woods System and the mechanism 

for adjusting balance of payment imbalances. It also gave rise to huge destabilizing 

international capital flows by providing an excellent one way gamble for speculators. 
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The convertibility of the dollar in to gold resumed soon after World War and that of 

other industrial nations’ currencies resumed by the early 1960s. Tariffs on 

manufactured goods were lowered to an average of less than 10 percent. However, 

many non-tariff barriers to international trade remained especially in agriculture and 

textile goods which are the most important to developed nation. 

Evolution of the Bretton Wood System 

The IMF negotiated the General Arrangements to Borrow (GAB) from the Group of 

Ten most important industrial nations to supplement it resources. 

Member nations began to negotiate standby arrangements. 

Central banks also negotiated swap arrangements to exchange each other’s currency 

to be used to intervene in foreign market to combat hot flows. 

Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) were created to supplement international reserves 

of gold and foreign exchange. SDRs are simply accounting entries in the books of the 

IMF. They are not backed by gold or any other currency. They can only be used central 

banks to settle balance of payment deficit and surpluses but cannot be used by 

commercial banks. 

In 1961 the gold pool was set up to prevent the price of gold from rising above the 

official price of $35. It collapsed as a result of the gold crisis in 1968 when the two tier 

gold market was established. This kept the price of gold at $35 an ounce among 

central banks while the commercial price of gold could rise above the official price and 

be determined by forces of demand and supply. 

Over the years, membership in the IMF increased to include many countries of the 

world. Despite the shortcoming of the Bretton Woods System, world output grew 

rapidly and international trade grew even faster. Thus the Bretton Wood s System 

served the world community well until the mid-1960s. 

The US Balance of Payment deficits 

From the 1945 to 1949 the US ran a huge balance of payment surpluses with Europe 

and gave aid to European reconstruction. Europe recovered by 1950 and the US 

suffered a deficit. These allowed the European nations and Japan to increase their 

international reserves. This was a period of a dollar shortage. The US settled its 
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deficits mostly in dollars. Surplus nations were willing to accept dollars because (1) 

The US stood ready to exchange dollars for gold at the fixed rate of $35 an ounce. (2) 

The dollar could be used to settle international transactions with any country (i.e. the 

dollar was an international currency) (3) dollar deposits earned interest while gold 

didn’t. 

In t1958 the US balance of payment deficit increased sharply due to large capital 

outflows and high inflation rate. Since the US financed its deficit mostly in dollars, its 

gold reserves declined. Because the dollar was an international currency, the US could 

not devalue to correct its deficit instead it adopted a number of other policies which 

had very limited success. 

In 1970 the US deficit persisted and rose and sharply reduced the US gold reserves. 

The US attempted unsuccessfully to persuade surplus nations (Germany and Japan) 

to revalue their currencies. This led to the expectation that the US would sooner or 

later have to devalue the dollar. This expectation in turn led to huge destabilizing 

capital movements against the dollar and the suspension of the convertibility of the 

dollar in 1971. The Bretton Wood’s System collapsed. 

The ability of the US to settle its balance of payment deficit with gold gave the US a 

privilege that was not available to other countries. This benefit accruing to a country 

from issuing currency or when its currency is used as an international currency is 

referred to as seigniorage. However, the US paid a heavy price for its seigniorages it 

was unable to devalue the dollar without bringing the Bretton Wood’s System down. 
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ECS3703 OCT/NOV 2015 MEMORANDUM 

SECTION A 

You must answer ALL questions in this section 

1. Describe the case for fixed exchange rates (no graphs required) (25) 

Less uncertainty 

Avoids day to day fluctuations that are likely to occur under flexible exchange rates. 

Stabilising speculation 

Speculation is likely to be destabilising under the flexible exchange rate system than 

under fixed exchange rate system and less inflationary. 

Price discipline 

Fixed exchange rates impose a price discipline not found in flexible exchange rate 

system. A nation with high inflation is likely to face persistent deficit in its balance of 

payment and loss of reserves under a fixed exchange rate system. Deficits and losses 

cannot go on forever, the country will need to restrain its high inflation and thus faces 

some price discipline. 

 

2. Discuss the concepts of hedging and speculation regarding the foreign 

exchange market. Include a simple numerical example in your answer. (25) 

Hedging  

Hedging is the avoidance or covering of a foreign exchange risk. 

The basic reason for a forward foreign exchange market is that it allows importers and 

exporters to hedge the risk of changes in exchange rates that may affect their domestic 

currency payments and receipts. 

Example: A South African importer orders a consignment of television sets from 

Japan. 

Payment is on delivery of the consignment in three months’ time. The importer knows 

how much must be paid in Japanese yen, but not in rand because he does not know 

what the JPY/ZAR exchange rate will be in three months’ time. To cover the risk of an 

unfavourable change in the exchange rate, the importer applies at his bank to buy the 

required amount of Japanese yen in three months’ time at the ruling three-month 
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forward JPY/ZAR exchange rate. The importer is then committed to a forward 

exchange contract (FEC) on the agreed terms. 

Suppose the yen cost of the consignment is JPY 500 000 000 and the three-month 

forward JPY/ZAR exchange rate is 16,5000 (remember that the yen is quoted 

indirectly against the rand, that is, as the number of yen per rand). To hedge against 

an unfavourable change in the spot JPY/ZAR exchange rate, the following 

transactions take place: 

Today: 

The South African importer buys a three-month FEC to buy JPY 500 000 000 for ZAR 

30 303 030 (JPY 500 000 000 ÷ JPY/ZAR 16,5000 = ZAR 30 303 030). 

After three months: 

The South African importer’s bank credits the Japanese exporter’s bank with JPY 500 

000 000. 

The South African importer’s bank debits his account with ZAR 30 303 030. 

Speculation 

Foreign exchange speculation is the attempt to profit from changes in exchange rates. 

Such speculation, unlike arbitrage, is based on expected changes in exchange rates 

over time and thus necessarily involves uncertainty and risk. 

The speculator deliberately accepts and seeks out foreign exchange risk in the hope 

of making a profit. Speculation takes place in the spot, forward, future or options 

market. Speculation can be stabilizing or destabilizing. 

Example: Assume that the current spot ZAR/USD exchange rate is 7,5000. A 

speculator with access to, say, ZAR 10 million capital expects the rand to depreciate 

substantially against the dollar over the next three months. Further, assume that the 

speculator guesses correctly and that the rand depreciates against the dollar to ZAR 

8,0000 in three months’ time. In this case, the speculator will have could make a profit 

as follows: 

Sell ZAR to buy USD 1 333 333 (ZAR 10 000 000 ÷ 7,5000). 

After three months: 
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Sell USD to buy ZAR 10 666 664 (USD 1 333 333 x 8,0000). 

Profit is ZAR 666 664 (ZAR 10 666 664 – ZAR 10 000 000). 

The speculator makes ZAR 0,5000 for every dollar sold back to the market (ZAR 

8,0000 –ZAR 7,5000). 

SECTION B 

You must answer TWO of the following FOUR questions 

3. (a) Explain the Swan analysis of the economy. Include a graph in your answer

          (15) 

-The Swan analysis is used analyse how expenditure switching and expenditure 

changing policies can be used to address disequilibria in the external and internal 

balances. 

- The assumptions here are that there is no (zero) international capital flows, prices 

are constant until aggregate demand exceeds full employment (Yf) and there are no 

capital flows (current account only) 
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Vertical axis measures the exchange rate and the horizontal the absorption. Points on 

the EE curve refer to external balance. Points to the left of the EE curve indicate a 

surplus and points to the right indicate a deficit. Points on the YY curve refer to internal 

balance. Points to the left indicate internal unemployment and points to the right 

indicating inflation. The intersection of the EE and YY defines the four zones of 
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external and internal imbalance and help determine the appropriate policy mix to reach 

external and internal balance simultaneously at point E. 

 

(b). Evaluate the significance of imbalances that may occur within the balance of payments(10) 

-The BOP always balances but it does not mean there can never be any problems. 

Gold and foreign exchange reserves are not inexhaustible. 

-Autonomous flows can be accommodated temporarily by below the line flows or 

foreign credit. 

-Long before the reserves are exhausted, monetary and fiscal policy will be necessary 

to prevent full blown balance of payments crises. 

-The right measures will depend on whether the country concerned has a fixed or 

floating exchange system.   

-Imbalances above the line may be significant even if they don't require any change in 

official reserves. E.g. foreign exchange outflows corresponding to a current account 

deficit may be more or less balanced by inflows corresponding to a financial account 

surplus, that is, non residents may be willing to finance the deficits. 

-However such borrowings must be repaid with interest. This borrowing from foreign 

lender cannot go on forever. Lenders may no longer be willing to finance further 

deficits. This will require tough monetary and other policies. 

-Large current account surpluses are not without their own problems. Under flexible 

exchange rate system large current account surpluses may lead to a sharp 

appreciation of the currency thereby reducing foreign demand for exports and 

increasing domestic demand for imports in the short run. This may lead to reduced 

aggregate demand, production and employment in the short run. 

-A current account deficit is not necessarily bad and a surplus good. A current account 

deficit implies that a country is consuming more than it is producing. Imports add to 

consumer welfare.  

-Exports represent a sacrifice in the production of goods and services that are not 

available for domestic consumption. 
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-Changes in the foreign reserves reflect changes in the domestic money supply. A 

decrease in the reserves means that people are exchanging domestic currency for 

foreign currency and therefore a decrease in the domestic money supply. 

-Conversely an increase in the domestic supply implies that people are exchanging 

foreign currency into domestic currency and thus increasing the domestic money 

supply. 

4. (a) Describe the effect of expectations and interest differentials on exchange 

rates          (17) 

Exchange rates also depend on inflation expectations and expected changes in 

exchange rates. If the rate of inflation is expected to be 10 percent higher in the US 

than in the EMU than anticipated, the dollar will depreciate by 10 percent to the euro 

in order to keep prices equal in the US and in the EMU as required by the PPP theory 

and law of one price. An increase in the expected rate of inflation leads to an 

immediate equal depreciation of the currency. 

An expected change in the exchange leads to an immediate actual change in the 

exchange rate by an equal percentage. 

This is because i-i* = EA. i is the interest rate in the home country, i* the interest rate 

in the foreign country and EA the expected percentage appreciation per of the foreign 

currency with respect to home country’s currency. For example if i = 6 percent and i* 

= 5 then the expectation is that the euro will appreciate by 1percent at an annual base 

in order to make the returns on investing in the EMU equal to the return on investing 

in the US and thus be at uncovered interest parity. 

If the EA of the euro (depreciation of the dollar) increased from 1 percent to 2 percent 

at an annual basis, the return from investing in the EMU would 7 percent (5 percent 

interest and 2 percent from EA of the euro) as compared to 6 percent return on the 

US investment. This would lead to immediate capital outflow from the US to the EMU 

and actual appreciation of the euro by 1 percent and a return to the uncovered interest 

parity. 

If i is less than i* and the returns on investments are lower in the US than the EMU, 

then the euro will be expected to depreciate (and the dollar appreciate) by the specific 

percentage per year required for the condition of uncovered interest parity to hold. 
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Also, any change in the expected depreciation of the euro (appreciation of the dollar) 

should be matched by an equal actual depreciation of the euro (appreciation of the 

dollar) at an annual basis to satisfy the condition for uncovered interest parity.  

(b) Explain the J-curve. Include a graph in your answer.    (8) 

A nation's trade balance may worsen soon after devaluation or depreciation before 

improving. This is due to the tendency of the nation's domestic currency price of 

imports to rise faster than export prices soon after devaluation or depreciation while 

quantities remain the same. Over time the quantity of exports rises and the quantity of 

imports falls, export prices increase and catch up with import prices so that the initial 

deterioration in the trade balance is reversed. This tendency of a nation's trade 

balance to first deteriorate before improving because of depreciation or devaluation in 

the nation's currency is called the J-Curve effect 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Starting from the origin and a given trade balance, a devaluation or depreciation of the 

nation's currency will first result in a deterioration of the nation's trade balance before 

improving (after time A) 

5. (a) Explain the absorption approach as one of the interpretations of the effect 

of a devaluation on the balance of payments. (10) 

The main idea behind the absorption approach is that the trade or current account 

balance (X-M) or (also called net exports) must equal the difference between domestic 

production (Y) and domestic spending (A) (absorption), that is, X-M =Y- A. 
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Domestic production or income minus domestic absorption minus domestic absorption 

equals the trade balance. The effect of devaluation on the current account balance 

depends on the degree of unemployment. For the trade balance to improve because 

of a depreciation or devaluation Y must rise and or A must fall. If a nation is at full 

employment to begin with, production or real income (Y) will not rise and depreciation 

and devaluation will instead increase domestic prices and leave the trade balance 

unchanged unless real domestic absorption is somehow reduced. Restrictive policies 

may be necessary to reduce domestic absorption. 

A depreciation or devaluation of the currency automatically reduces domestic 

absorption if it redistributes income from wages to profits. Profit earners usually have 

a higher marginal propensity to save. 

 (b) Suppose a nation with an open economy and fixed exchange rates is in the 

short-run equilibrium below its natural level of output (in other words in a recession). 

Explain with the aid of a graph (using aggregate demand and aggregate supply 

curves) how such an economy can attain simultaneous long and short-run equilibrium 

(at its natural level of output) without any expansionary policy   

     (15) 

 

-In the given diagram, assume the initial equilibrium is at point E, where the price level 

is PE. 
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-improvements in the quality and quantity of labour, natural resources and technology 

results in the LRAS curve shifting to LRAS’. 

-full employment level of income will be above the initial equilibrium 

-Short run aggregate supply increase to SRAS’, and aggregate demand in the 

economy increases 

-new long run equilibrium is achieved and is consistent with the next short run 

equilibrium 

6. Explain (with the aid of two diagrams using the IS/LM/BP analysis) the difference in 

the effectiveness of expansionary fiscal policies when applied under a system of 

flexible exchange rates compared to a system of fixed exchange rates (in an open 

economy with perfect capital mobility.      (25) 
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At point E all three markets are in equilibrium with perfect capital mobility and a fixed 

exchange rate of i= 5.00. A nation can reach full employment level of national income 

Yf with the expansionary fiscal policy that shifts the IS curve to the right to IS’ and 

intersect the BP curve at point F. the LM curve remains unchanged due to the rise in 

interest rates at point E’. However, due to perfect capital mobility at i = 5,0 there is a 

capital inflow from abroad that increases the money supply (foreign exchange is 

exchange for domestic currency.) and shifts the LM curve to LM’. IS’ and LM’ cross 

and the nation is unable to neutralize.  

 Fiscal Policy under flexible exchange rates 

 
i 
 LM 
6.25         
                                             E’ 
 
5.0                         BP 
 E   
 IS’ 
                                                        
                                                       IS  
    0 Y 
 Yn          Yf                                 
 

Expansionary fiscal policy shifts the IS to IS’. The IS’ and LM intersect at point E due 

to tendency of the nation’s interest rate to rise to i = 6.25. This leads to massive capital 

inflows and appreciation of the nation’s currency which discourages exports and 

encourages imports and shifts the IS’ curve back to its original position. Thus, fiscal 

policy is ineffective. 
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ECS3703 MAY/JUNE 2016 MEMORANDUM 

SECTION A 

You must answer all questions from this section 

1. (a) Illustrate with the aid of a diagram (use aggregate demand and supply 

curves) how a government can use fiscal and monetary policies to stimulate 

growth in an open economy.      (18) 

The assumption of constant prices is relaxed and the aggregate demand (AD) and 

aggregate supply (AS) model is introduced to consider the price level and thus 

inflation. We examine the relationship between price and output. 

Fiscal and Monetary Policies and Aggregate demand in Open economies.  

(i) Any shock that affects the real sector of the economy affects the nation’s AD 

curve under fixed exchange rates but not under flexible exchange rates. For 

example, an autonomous improvement in the trade balance shifts the AD curve to 

the right under fixed rates but not under flexible rates. The opposite is also true 

(ii) Any monetary shock affects the nation’s AD curve under both fixed and flexible 

exchange rates but in the opposite directions. For example, an autonomous 

increase in short term capital inflows to the nation causes the AD curve to shift to 

the right under fixed rates and to the left under flexible rates. The opposite is also 

true 

(iii) Fiscal policy is effective under fixed exchange rates but not under flexible 

exchange rates. Monetary policy is effective under flexible exchange rates. Fiscal 

policy, but not monetary policy, can be used to shift the AD curve to the right under 

fixed exchange rates. Monetary policy will be effective in shifting the AD curve to 

the right under flexible exchange rates. 

Effects of Fiscal and Monetary Policies in Open Economies with flexible prices. 
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Expansionary fiscal policy shifts the AD. 
Curve up to AD' with a new short run 
equilibrium at point A at the intersection of 
the AD' and SRAS curves at PA and YA 
exceeding Yn.  The temporary expansion 
of output YA occurs because of market 
imperfections (because firms originally 
believe that only the price of the products 
they sell has increased and actual prices 
temporarily exceed expected prices. Over 
time all prices increase causing the SRAS 
curve to shift up to SRAS'. Intersection of 
the AD', SRAS and LRAS curves define a 
new equilibrium at point C, Pc and Yn. 
Prices level is higher butt the level of 
output has returned to its lower long-run 
natural level.  

 
Monetary Policy Flexible Exchange Rates 
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An easy monetary policy under flexible 
exchange rates shifts the AD curve to the 
right to AD’. This leads to temporary 
expansion of natural output. In the long run, 
expected prices rise to match the increase in 
actual prices. The SRAS curve shifts up to 
SRAS’ with new equilibrium point C, natural 
level of output (Yn) but at higher prices Pc. 
Conclusion- temporary output. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(b) Explain translation risk that may arise in international transactions  (7) 

Translation risk is present whenever there is a mismatch between a company’s 

foreign currency assets and liabilities. The effects of exchange rate changes will 

become apparent when the company prepares its balance sheet statement for its 

annual report. For example, if a multinational company reporting in the UK has more 

dollar assets than liabilities – this is called an open dollar position – then an 

appreciation of the pound against the dollar will diminish the pound value of its dollar 
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assets more than its liabilities. Depending on the accounting standards or practices of 

the company, this “loss” may have to be written down, thus reducing bottom-line profits 

for the reporting period concerned (conversely for a depreciation of the pound against 

the dollar). The total exposure of the company to exchange risk is the sum of its open 

positions in different currencies. It may be difficult, if not impossible, for some 

companies to eliminate translation risk entirely. However, this risk may be reduced if 

one tries to ensure a better match between foreign currency assets and liabilities. A 

popular option is the borrow-deposit method, whereby companies try to finance the 

purchase of foreign currency assets by borrowing or otherwise raising capital in the 

same currencies. 

 

2. If, for every debit or credit in the balance of payments, an offsetting debit or 

credit, respectively, of an equal amount is entered, 

(a) How can a nation have a deficit or a surplus in the balance of payments (5) 

-credit entries result in surplus while debit entries result in deficits 

-increase in imports, which is entered as a debit in the current account, results in 

a current account deficit, which ultimately results in a deficit in the balance of 

payments, the opposite results in a surplus 

-increase in exports works in an opposite way with an increase in imports listed 

above 

-capital outflows results in deficits, whilst inflows result in surplus 

-increase in foreign reserves holding results in surpluses. 

(b) How is a deficit or surplus in the balance of payments measured?           (12) 

The balance on official reserve transactions is called the official settlements balance 

or simply the balance of payments, and the account in which official reserve 

transactions are entered is called the official reserve account. The official settlements 

balance or balance of payments is given by the sum of the current account balance, 

the financial account balance (excluding official or reserve transactions or flows but 

including the net balance of financial derivatives), capital transfer account and the 

statistical discrepancy. If the sum of these balances is negative, the nation has a deficit 

in the balance of payments, which must be covered by an equal amount of official 

reserve transactions (reduction in the international reserves of the nation or increase 

in foreign holdings of official assets of the nation). In the opposite situation, the nation 
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has a surplus in the balance of payments, which needs to be settled by an increase in 

the nation’s international reserves and/or reduction in foreign official holdings of the 

nation’s assets. 

Thus, a balance of payments deficit is given (can be measured) either by the net debit 

balance on all non-official or autonomous transactions (the transactions undertaken 

for purely business purposes, except for unilateral transfers) or by the equal credit 

balance on official reserve or accommodating transactions (those transactions 

undertaken or needed to balance international transactions). 
 

(c) Why are the concepts and measurement of deficit and surplus not appropriate 

under a flexible exchange rate system?      (5) 

-Under flexible exchange rate system, the current account self adjusts to changes in 

the exchange rate 

-Suppose a nation has a deficit in its current account, this results in higher supply of 

the domestic currency, which makes the currency to depreciate 

-The depreciation in the currency will lead to an increase in exports, which reverses 

the deficit 

-The opposite occurs in case of a surplus 

-Hence not the concepts and measurement are not appropriate 

 

(d) What is the difference between disequilibrium and a deficit in the balance of 

payments?          (3) 

-disequilibrium takes place when the balance of payments is not ‘balancing’ or in other 

words, when the balance is not equal to zero. This means disequilibrium refers to 

either a surplus or a deficit 

-on the other hand, a deficit is a form of disequilibrium which occurs when the balance 

of payments is negative. 

 

SECTION B 

You must answer TWO of the following FOUR questions 

3. Suppose a nation faces domestic unemployment and a surplus in its balance 

of payments 
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(a). Explain in detail the expenditure-changing policies required to cure the 

unemployment        (17) 

-Fiscal and monetary policies are examples of expenditure changing policies 

-to reduce unemployment, a nation can use either expansionary fiscal policy 

and or ease monetary policy 

-using expansionary fiscal policy, the nation can either increase government 

spending and/or reduce taxation 

-this results in higher domestic absorption (expenditure) 

-inventory investment will decrease, and to increase it to cope up with higher 

demand in the economy, firms will hire more labour 

-domestic production increase, and employment increase as well 

-ease monetary policy is achieved through a lot of monetary policy instruments 

which results in higher money supply 

-this translates into lower interest rates, which increases real investments 

-domestic absorption increase, and the process described under fiscal policy 

also happens 

 

(b). What would happen to the nation’s external balance? Explain why   (8) 

-the nation’s external balance will deteriorate 

-the reason is that, expansionary policies results in higher level of output and 

income 

-this increases the spending on imports 

-which reduces the current account balance 

-student should also explain in line with the absorption approach 

 

4. Study table 1 on page 28 to answer questions 4 (a), (b) and (c). 

(a) Calculate the official settlements balance of South Africa for each year from 

1987 to 1991        (5) 

 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Official 
Settlements 
Balance 

(358221+21399 
– 209119)+(-
611+1642)+(-
3880+ 1624) = 
169 276 

152 091 150 577 164 522 149 602 
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(b) Set out the three balance of payments accounts for South Africa for each 

year from 1995 to 1998       (15) 

 Current 
Account 

Financial 
Account  

Change in Net 
Gold and Other 
Foreign 
Reserves 

1995 509 558 + 21 484 
– 376 001 = 
155041 

-4557+ 9020 = 
4463 

-24538 + 4593 = 
-19945 

1996 163 536 8606 -32 757 

1997 167 446 37 336 -48 869 

1998 177 188 13 638 -92 968 

 

 

 

 

(c) Calculate South Africa’s trade balance for each year from 2007 to 2011 (5) 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Trade 
Balance 

861644-
802037 = 
59607 

51 007 47 340 30 620 -15 322 

 

5. (a) Illustrate and briefly explain (with the aid of a diagram) the process of 

correcting a deficit in a nation’s balance of payments by devaluation. In your 

answer refer to the importance of the elasticity of applicable supply and demand 

curves.         (17) 

-Devaluation makes reduces export prices, whilst making import prices more 

expensive. 

-this leads to an increase in exports, and a decrease in imports, and correcting 

the deficit thereby 

-the more elastic the curves are, the easier will the disequilibria will be solved                   

 
R 
 D* S* 
 

 
At R = $1/€1 the quantity euros 
demanded by the US is €12 bill 
while the quantity supplied is €8 
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E 
1.20 
 
 
1.00 
                                                                                
D 
 
                                                                            € 

bill. The US has a deficit of €4 bill 
(AB).With D€ and S€ curves, a 20 
percent depreciation or devaluation 
of the dollar from R =$1 to R= 
$1.20 would completely eliminate 
the deficit point E. However if the 
US demand and supply curves D€⃰ 
and S€⃰ for euros is less elastic 
(steeper), the same 20 percent 
depreciation/ devaluation will only 
reduce the deficit to €3mill (CF). A 
100 percent depreciation or 
devaluation would be required to 
eliminate the deficit point E⃰. 
It is important to know how elastic 
the demand and supply curves for 
euros. The shape of the deficit 
nation’s demand and supply 
curves for foreign exchange maybe 
such that a 
devaluation/depreciation would 
increase rather than reduce or 
eliminate the deficit in the balance 
of payments. 

 

(b) Discuss the reasons why the absolute purchasing power parity theory could be 

misleading          (8) 

-The Absolute PPP gives exchange rate that equalizes trade in goods and services 

and ignores the capital account. Thus, a nation with capital outflows will have a deficit 

in the balance of payments while a nation with capital inflows will have a surplus if the 

exchange rate equalized trade in goods and services. 

-It does not give exchange rate that equalizes trade in goods and services because of 

many non-traded goods and services, (cement, bricks) (mechanics, hair stylists) etc. 

-The Absolute PPP does not consider transport costs or the obstructions to free flow 

of international trade. 

 

6. (a) Explain the meaning of the J-curve effect and exactly how it works. (14) 

A nation's trade balance may worsen soon after devaluation or depreciation before 

improving. This is due to the tendency of the nation's domestic currency price of 

imports to rise faster than export prices soon after devaluation or depreciation while 
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quantities remain the same. Over time the quantity of exports rises and the quantity of 

imports falls, export prices increase and catch up with import prices so that the initial 

deterioration in the trade balance is reversed. This tendency of a nation's trade 

balance to first deteriorate before improving because of depreciation or devaluation in 

the nation's currency is called the J-Curve effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Starting from the origin and a given trade balance, a devaluation or depreciation of the 

nation's currency will first result in a deterioration of the nation's trade balance before 

improving (after time A) 

(b) Discuss ‘dollarization’ as well as its associated costs and benefits. (11) 

Dollarization refers to a nation adopting the currency of another country (most often 

the dollar) as its legal tender. 

Advantages or benefits: 

Benefits are similar to those of adopting a currency board arrangement, only they are 

more pronounced because the nation gives up its “exit” option to abandon the system. 

•The country avoids the cost of exchanging the domestic currency for dollars and need 

to hedge foreign exchange risks. 

•A country faces a rate of inflation similar to that of the US. 

•Avoids foreign exchange crises and need for foreign exchange and trade controls, 

fostering budgetary discipline. 

•Encouraging more rapid and full international financial integration costs. 

Disadvantages or costs 

•Cost of replacing the domestic currency with the dollar. 

T
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•Loss of independence of monetary and exchange rate polices. 

•Loss of its central bank as a lender of last resorts to bail out domestic banks and other 

financial institutions facing a crisis. 
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ECS3703 OCT/N0V 2016 MEMORANDUM 

SECTION A 

You must answer ALL questions from this section 

1. (a) Name and explain the items of the financial account of the South African 

Balance of Payments       (15) 

The financial account (previously referred to as the capital account) records 

exchanges of international asset claims. For example, if a US bank buys a bond issued 

by the South African government, a South African company purchases shares in a 

British company or a foreign company establishes a controlling interest in a local 

manufacturing concern, the value of these transactions will be reflected in the financial 

account of the countries concerned. Note that the financial account does not record 

the stocks of the assets and liabilities. It is the changes in foreign assets and liabilities 

that are shown in the balance of payments. The three main subdivisions of the financial 

account are direct investment, portfolio investment and other investment. 

-Direct investment refers to foreign investments in South Africa (changes in foreign 

liabilities or inflows) and investments abroad by South African residents (changes in 

foreign assets or outflows) where the companies or other organisations concerned 

have a significant share of such investment. The share should be significant in that 

there should be an intention to have a say in the control or management of the 

investment. In South Africa, this is defined as at least a 10 per cent share of the voting 

rights in the investment undertaking concerned. Note that a negative sign implies an 

outflow of foreign exchange resulting from an increase in outward investment by South 

African residents.  

-Portfolio investment is the purchase and sale of financial claims such as bonds, 

treasury bills and equities. Unlike direct investments, there is no intention by the 

investor to exercise any control over portfolio investments. The justification for such 

investments is based purely on the expected financial gain or return on investment. 

Portfolio investments are notoriously fickle because changes in expected returns may 

trigger speculative buying or selling activity. 

-Other investment includes all financial transactions that are not part of direct or 

portfolio investment or changes in reserve assets. The main item here is trade credit. 

For example, when a South African importer purchases goods from a foreign supplier, 
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he or she will usually be granted short-term credit (representing an increase in foreign 

liabilities). The local or foreign correspondent bank may arrange the credit. Similarly, 

a foreign purchaser of goods exported by a South African company will normally obtain 

such credit (an increase in foreign assets). 

-Direct foreign investment is generally considered to be a more desirable form of 

foreign investment than portfolio investment because it demonstrates a stronger 

commitment to invest over the longer term. It may thus have a more stable and 

enduring positive effect on the domestic economy than the speculative “hot money” 

flows that often characterise a large part of foreign portfolio investment. Although there 

is some theoretical debate whether such speculation is stabilising or destabilising, it is 

generally agreed that speculative capital movements may prove to be disruptive and 

difficult for the monetary authorities to counteract. Besides its (hopefully positive) 

effects on employment, direct foreign investment may also bring with it much needed 

transfers of scarce skills, technology and innovations from abroad. These 

considerations are especially significant for a small, open and developing economy 

such as that of South Africa.       

 

 (b) Describe the case for flexible exchange rates (no graphs required) (10) 

Market efficiency 

Flexible exchange rate system is more efficient than fixed exchange rates because it 

relies only on changes in exchange rates than on changing all internal prices to bring 

about balance of payment adjustment. It makes smooth and continuous adjustment 

as imbalances occur. This results in stabilising speculation which dampens 

fluctuations in exchange rates.  

Flexible exchange rates clearly define the degree of comparative advantage and 

disadvantage of a country in various goods when equilibrium exchange rates are 

translated into domestic prices 

Policy advantages 

A nation does not need to concern itself with its external balance. It frees monetary 

policy for domestic goals – price stability, growth and equitable distribution of income. 
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Allows each nation to pursue its own domestic policies aimed at reaching desired 

inflation- unemployment trade off.  

Prevents the government from using exchange rates to reach goals that can be better 

achieved by other policies. 

Eliminates the cost of official intervention in the foreign exchange markets. 

 

2. (a) Explain (with the aid of two diagrams using the IS/LM/BP analysis) the 

effectiveness of expansionary fiscal policies as well as ease monetary policies 

in an open economy with flexible exchange rates and perfect capital mobility.

          (16) 

Monetary Policy is effective and Fiscal Policy ineffective. 

  

Fiscal Policy 

 

i 

 LM 

6.25         

                                             E’ 

 

5.0                         

BP 

 E  

Monetary Policy 
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                                                            LM’                       

 E F 

  5.0

 

BP 

                                             

Expansionary fiscal policy shifts the 

IS to IS’. The IS’ and LM intersect at 

point E due to tendency of the 

nation’s interest rate to rise to i = 

6.25. This leads to massive capital 

inflows and appreciation of the 

nation’s currency which discourages 

exports and encourages imports and 

shifts the IS’ curve back to its original 

Easy monetary policy shifts the LM curve 

to LM' and lowers the interest to i = 3.5 at 

point E". The nation reaches full 

employment Yf. LM' curve intersects IS 

curve. This leads to capital outflow and a 

tendency of the nation's currency to 

depreciate which shifts the IS curve to the 

right to IS' (exports are stimulated and 

imports discouraged). LM' shifts a little to 
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(b) How can domestic absorption fall automatically as a result of depreciation? (9) 

-depreciation increases the foreign price of goods, but decrease the domestic prices 

of goods 

-exports becomes cheaper, whilst imports are expensive 

-export demand increase relative to imports 

-domestic consumption decrease consequently 

-hence domestic absorption falls 

 

SECTION B 

You must answer any TWO of the following FOUR questions 

3. (a) Suppose a nation with an open economy and fixed exchange rates is in the 

short-run equilibrium below its natural level of output (in other words in a 

recession). Explain with the aid of a graph (using aggregate demand and 

aggregate supply curves) how such an economy can attain simultaneous long 

and short-run equilibrium (at its natural level of output) without any 

expansionary policy        (18) 

position. Thus fiscal policy is 

ineffective. 

 

 

 

 

LM" (due to fall in money supply because 

of rising prices in the nation). Final 

equilibrium is at F where IS' and LM" 

cross on the BP curve at Yf. Thus 

monetary policy is effective. 
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-In the given diagram, assume the initial equilibrium is at point E, where the price level 

is PE. 

-improvements in the quality and quantity of labour, natural resources and technology 

results in the LRAS curve shifting to LRAS’. 

-full employment level of income will be above the initial equilibrium 

-Short run aggregate supply increase to SRAS’, and aggregate demand in the 

economy increases 

-new long run equilibrium is achieved and is consistent with the next short run 

equilibrium 

(b) Explain the translation risk that may arise in international transactions  (7) 

Translation risk is present whenever there is a mismatch between a company’s 

foreign currency assets and liabilities. The effects of exchange rate changes will 

become apparent when the company prepares its balance sheet statement for its 

annual report. For example, if a multinational company reporting in the UK has more 

dollar assets than liabilities – this is called an open dollar position – then an 

appreciation of the pound against the dollar will diminish the pound value of its dollar 

assets more than its liabilities. Depending on the accounting standards or practices of 

the company, this “loss” may have to be written down, thus reducing bottom-line profits 
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for the reporting period concerned (conversely for a depreciation of the pound against 

the dollar). The total exposure of the company to exchange risk is the sum of its open 

positions in different currencies. It may be difficult, if not impossible, for some 

companies to eliminate translation risk entirely. However, this risk maybe reduced if 

one tries to ensure a better match between foreign currency assets and liabilities. A 

popular option is the borrow-deposit method, whereby companies try to finance the 

purchase of foreign currency assets by borrowing or otherwise raising capital in the 

same currencies. 

4. Suppose a nation faces domestic unemployment and a surplus in its balance 

of payments 

(a) Explain, in detail, the expenditure changing policies used to curb 

unemployment        (17) 

-Fiscal and monetary policies are examples of expenditure changing policies 

-to reduce unemployment, a nation can use either expansionary fiscal policy and or 

ease monetary policy 

-using expansionary fiscal policy, the nation can either increase government spending 

and/or reduce taxation 

-this results in higher domestic absorption (expenditure) 

-inventory investment will decrease, and to increase it to cope up with higher demand 

in the economy, firms will hire more labour 

-domestic production increase, and employment increase as well 

-ease monetary policy is achieved through a lot of monetary policy instruments which 

results in higher money supply 

-this translates into lower interest rates, which increases real investments 

-domestic absorption increase, and the process described under fiscal policy also 

happens 

 

 (b) What would happen to the nation’s external balance? Give reasons for your 

answer.           (8) 

-the nation’s external balance will deteriorate 

-the reason is that, expansionary policies results in higher level of output and income 

-this increases the spending on imports 

-which reduces the current account balance 
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-student should also explain in line with the absorption approach 

 

5. Describe the collapse of the Bretton Woods system    (25) 

The immediate cause of the collapse of the Bretton Wood’s System was the 

expectation in the late 1970 and 1971 in the face of the huge balance of payment 

deficits, that the US would soon be forced to devalue the dollar. This led to a massive 

outflow of liquid capital from the US which prompted the US to suspend the 

convertibility of the dollar into gold and to impose a temporary 10 percent import 

surcharge.  

In 1971 the Group of Ten agreed (Smithsonian Agreement) to increase the dollar price 

of gold from $35 to $38 an ounce. This meant the dollar was devalued by 9 percent. 

The band of fluctuation was increased from 1 percent to 2.5 percent. The dollar 

remained inconvertible into gold and the world was on a dollar standard ie dollar 

remaining an international currency and reserve without any gold backing. 

However, in 1972 the US faced another deficit. It was clear that the Smithsonian 

Agreement was not working. Another devaluation of the dollar was required. This 

expectation led to renewed speculation against the dollar and became self-fulfilling in 

1973 when the US was once again forced to devalue the dollar. When speculation 

against the dollar increased again, monetary authorities in major industrial nations 

decided to let their currencies float independently or jointly against the dollar. This was 

called the European snake. This gave birth to the present managed floating exchange 

rate system. 

While the immediate cause of the collapse of the Bretton Woods System was the huge 

balance of payment of the US. The main cause is to be found in the interrelated 

problems of liquidity, adjustment and confidence. Liquidity refers to the amount of 

international reserves available to nations to settle temporary balance of payment 

disequilibria. 

International liquidity is needed so that countries can finance balance of payment 

deficits. Inadequate liquid hampers the expansion of world trade. On the other hand, 

excessive liquidity leads to inflationary pressures. 

Under the Bretton Woods System most liquidity was provided by an increase in the 

foreign exchange arising from the US balance of payment deficits. However, the longer 

the balance of payment deficits persisted and the more unwanted dollars accumulated 
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in foreign hands the smaller the confidence in the dollar. There was a dollar glut 

(excess supply of dollars in the hands of foreigners.) 

The US was unable to correct its large and persistent balance of payment deficits 

because of its inability to devalue the dollar, thus the Bretton Wood’s System lacked 

an adequate adjustment mechanism that nations would be willing and able to utilize 

as a matter of policy. The deficit persisted and this undermined confidence in the 

dollar. 

 

 

6.Explain why the following happens according to monetarists: 

(a) Nations can retain control over their money supply under a flexible exchange rate 

system but not under a fixed exchange rate system    (15) 

-according to monetarists, balance of payments disequilibria is corrected by exchange 

rate changes without any international flow of money or reserves under a flexible 

exchange rate system. Thus, the nation retains control over its money supply in the 

long run. For example, if a nation in balance of payments equilibrium increases its 

money supply (ease monetary policy), its currency would depreciate and absorb the 

excess supply of money, without any outflow of money or reserves from the nation. 

On the other hand, if the nation reduced its money supply (tight monetary policy), the 

excess demand for money would be eliminated by an appreciation of the nation’s 

currency, without any inflow of money or reserves from the nation. As a result, the 

nation’s attempt to reduce its money supply would succeed. 

Under a fixed exchange rate, the attempt of a nation to increase is money supply and 

conduct easy monetary policy would simply lead to an outflow of the excess supply of 

money in the long run, while a nation’s attempt to reduce its supply of money and 

conduct tight monetary policy would simply lead to an outflow of money or reserves. 

Thus, non-reserve currency nations have little or no control over their money supply 

in the long run under a fixed exchange rate system. 

(b) Nations could not sterilise continuous money outflows or inflows under a fixed 

exchange rate system to retain control over their money supply (10) 
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Under the fixed exchange rate, the exchange rate is pegged to another currency and 

it is therefore, not affected by the market forces. Suppose a nation has a deficit under 

the fixed exchange rate system, monetarists argued that the nation would be liable to 

pay foreign reserves to settle its deficit. Unlike, under the flexible system where the 

currency would depreciate and the deficit reversed, under the fixed system the 

currency’s value will not change but there must be an outflow of funds to correct this. 

If there is a balance of account surplus, the currency value will not increase as under 

the flexible system. Another nation will be owing the nation foreign reserves, therefore, 

there will be an inevitable inflow of money into the economy. 

 

 

I WISH YOU THE BEST IN YOUR STUDIES 


